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l. INODUCTION

A major part of the anytical monitorii~ of occupational exposure to

dust is devot ed to establishin concentrations of crystalline silica

(usually~-quartz) in workplace atmospheres. The methods most widely

used in characterisiri and analysiri silica are inrared spectroscopy

and X-ray diffraction. Al though X-ray diffraction, as an anytical

technique is well established, analyses of dust sarnples collected by

fil teriri workplaces atmospheres presents a special problem; namely, the

carryin out of quantitative analyses on small sarnples (of ten .( L mg).

!~:I,t'.

Therefore, the objective of the project described in this report was to

develop an analytical procedure for routinely analysiri such small

quatities. The project was divided into three parts:

(a) sample preparat ion

(b) X-ray diffractometry

( c ) data proeessing

2. REQUIRilS OF TH TEHNIQUE

Detection limit

In order to attain optimum accuracy it is clearly desirable to reach

detection limits as low as the technique will pennit. In any case, the

method rrt satisfy a minimum requirement with respect to a quartz

detection limit. Thus, the minum amount of quartz associated with an

8 hours exposure may be caculated by defining a mimum % quartz (Q)

contentin respirable dust and substitutin this value in the threshold

limit value (TLV):

3 25 3no~ (mg/m ) = , maimum 5 mg/m
Q + 5

This fonnula is specific to the sedimer~ation proeess undergone by the

sample which selects a fine fraction~ 5 ¡. in ave rage diameter. If one
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chooses 0.5% quartz as the minmum then the (nonn)L 'IV value is

4.5 rnm3. The amount of quartz collected by a Casel1a Dut Sampler

over 8 hours in a dust atmosphere at this TLV is 20 ¡Jg, assumiri an

airflow of 1.9 l/min. Settin the minmum % quartz value as low as 0.5%

gives a magin of safety. 'Ie miimum requirement is therefore a

detection limit of 10 - 20 ~ quartz based on the most intense quartz

refleetion ((101) line).

3. QUANITATIV X-RAY POWDER DIFFC'IMEY

i~J.1:'-

'Ie accuracy of quatitative X-ray powder diffractometry depends on the

followin :

(a) particle size distribution in the sample:
i

(b) random orientation of the crystallites comprising the saniple)

(c) mass absorption (attenuation by the sample of the reflected X-ray

beam) :
J

(d) intens it y of the primary )Ç-ray beam and its focal area m the

saple:
¡

(e) time taken to scan over the refleetion of interest.

(a) Particle size

As pointed out in Part I the sizes of the individua refleetin crystals

play an important ro"1e. 'Ius, men the diffraetin crystal is large it

contain a great man parallel planes and it is essential that the Bragg

condition be precisely satisfied if the X-rays reflected from different

points on these planes are to reach the detector in phase. If the Bragg

condition is fufilled the diffraction peaks are sharp. However, as the

crystal1i tes decrease in size the resulting small number of refleeting
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planes relaxes this condition. A progressive decrease in crystallite

size manifests itself in a concomitant broadening of the diffraction

peak, until, in the limit, the peak has broadened so much that it merges

into the background. It is important to reali0e that the area under the

peak remains constant for a given amount of sample, and that it is the

peak height which is particle size dependent. For this reason it is

correc t to use peak areas rather tha peak heights in the anyses.

An ideal sample for X-ray powder diffraction is completely homogeneous

over an area of L ¡J with constant particle size between L and 50 ¡. and

which does not exhibit preferred orientation or tension. Samples of

interest for occupational hygiene contain partieles ~ 5 ¡. in., average
'i;idiameter. \

(b) Preferred orientation of crystallites

If the crystalli tes of a powder are not randomly oriented and possess a

needle or plate-like morphology there is a tendency for them to lie such

that the plate is perpendicular to the rotation axis of the sample.

This results in a larger numer of crystal planes parallel to the plate
and a correspondin increase in intens it y of the refleetions fram these

planes relative to others ex -Quartz exhibites a tendency to cleave

parallel to the (101) planes. Consequently, there is a preference for

such crystallites to lie with their (101) planes parallel to the

supportin surface if the latter is flat and smooth. This effect should

be barne in mid since it results in an increase in intens it y of the

(101) refleetion relative to other refleetions ; for example, (100) which

will be correspondinly weakened.

(c) Mass absorption

.
The amount of radiation passiri throug a speeimen decreases as the

spe eimen iS thickness increases. The in tensi ty of the tranmi tted beam

(I) ïs related to the intens it y of the incident beam (lo) by

i = lo -¡Jt
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where t = sample, thickness (cm) and ~ = linear absorption coefficient

(cm-l). The linear absorption coefficient can be calculated from a

knowledge of the chemical composition of the powder, its density and a

table of mass absorption coefficients (~.). These coefficients are

constant for a given element and X-ray wavelarth.

u =LJ m p

where p = density of the element. The general expression for the ,;;
~ i ~

absorption coefficient of a matrix is:

~ = L (~iwi)
i

where ~i and wi are individual mass absorption coefficients (/l) and

weight fractions. In the case of quartz (Si02) the atomic weights of Si

and O are -28 and 16 respectively giving a molecular weight of 60.

w = 2 x 16/60 = 0.533o

wSi = 28/60 = 0.467

The mass absorption coefficients for CuKO( radiation are:

!l ( Si )
= 63: !l(O) = 12

Therefore,

~(Si02) = (63 x 0,46) + (12 x 0.533)

= 29.4 + 6.4
= 35.8

The absorption problem may be tackled by ei the r ensuring that the

speeimen is thin enough so that absorption may be ignored, or corrected
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for by introduein an internal standard in order to rneasure the

al teration. The latter method eribles correction for absorption to be

made without the need to calculate che absorption coefficient.

Example:

To detennine the weight fraction of t)-quartz (Si02) in a speeimen.

To correct for the unown absorption in this speeimen, 200 mg KCl are

added to 1000 mg of the sampel .

pure
material

sample "
'S:j

+ KCl t

intens it y of ct-quartz line (counts)

" Il reference "

150 000

100 000

4 720

20 000

The values of the mass absorption coefficints for CuKN; can be taken as:

K = 150: ci = 106: Si = 63: O = 12

ia Ca a~= Pa
i~ Pin

a a
where :s and lo are intensities measured in the sample and pure

material respectively, Ca is the weight fraction of compound a in the

sample, ~o and ~ are mas absorption coefficients for Cu K for the

pure subs tance a and the sample.

A simlar equation can be set up for the reference line:

~
m =

b
~ Pa

ibo Pm
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IT this is applied to saple after adding KC1, ~n can be given the

followin aquation:

ib b ia
c1

u
= Cb o ' o m

a ia a ibuo i o m

where §~ applies to the concentration after addin KC1. Thus, in the
original sample the concentration was:

'~J
'l'

1200 .Ca = 1000
200 . 100 000 .
1200 150 000

4 720 .
20 000

b
Pa

aui o
= 0.0315

bu10
a

Pa

a bfor quartz Pa = 36 and for KC1po = 129. O

'Ierefore C = 1.117 = 11.7%
a

The experimental procedure used in the above example presupposes that

enough sample is available for the mixin and grindin ste ps.

For dust collected on fil ters, only a limited amount of sample is

available and this procedure is not prac ticable. An al terna ti ve ùiethod
is that proposed by Leroux. Ths is the silver fil ter method. The

fil ter is both support and internal standard for the correction of

absorption. The procedure adopted at this Institute is described

further on.

(d) Intens i ty of primary beam

The production of X-radiation is a radom proeess the distribution of

which follows a Poisson profile , which can conveniently be approximated

to a Gaussian distribution provided that the number of counts

(intensity) is sufficiently large. The distribution is therefore

syretrically arraed about a mean value No and the standard deviation
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given by INo' of ,approximately by IÑ. Clearly, the precision of a

measurement increases with increase in intens it Y . In other words,

sensitivity is directly related to the output from the X-ray tube.

Output is restricted by characteristics of the tube. For given type of

tube, operation at maimum output restricts its life thereby increasin

the cost per analysis. Accordingly, a compromise between cost and

sensitivity is chosen. Another factor related to the tube type is the

sample area irradiated by the primary beam. The tube used in this work

is of the Cu-anode type. There are three types of Cu tube currently

available. These are:

(i) fine focus,

'~.l

0.4 x 8' rrn2 focal spot, maximum power rabng
1500 watt,

lx io mm2 focal spot, maximum power ratir

2000 watt,

(ii) normal focus,

(iii) broad focus, 2x 12 mm2 focal spot, maximum power ratin

2700 watt.

TI1e maximum energies per square milimetre irradiated SaHiple area are

469, 240 and 112 watt/mm2 for fine, normal and broad focus respectively.

The tube chosen in this work is the broad focus type because it pennits

analysis of large sample areas, i. e. increases the nmnber of

crystallites in a position to diffraet. A disadvantage, which however

is usually not serious for powder difractometry, is that resolution

decreases on goin from fine to nonnal to broad focus.

'Ie broad focus tube is not operated at its maximum power ratin

(2700 watt), but is run at 50 kvi 30 rn (1500 watts). The disadvantage

with the 10wer ratir is the correspondir reduction in intens it y by the

ratio 15/27 = 0.55, and sensitivity by /0.55 = ~.74.

(e) Scanin speed

An ~portant factor, especially in connection Witl1 quatitative

anysis, is the time taken to scan over the peak of interest. ror
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example, the area of the peak (counts) is doubled on halv ing the

scanng speed. (Table 3, p. 23 in Pai'." I) with a correspondir increase
in sensi tivi ty of 112 = 1. 44. Hence the 10wer the scaniri speed the
more accurate the measurement. The mimum scanng speed attainable is

J/8028/min. but that used in all the anlyses is ~02e/min. so as to

reduce the time per analysis.

4. X-RAY ANALYSIS

From the foregoin discussion it is shown that the accuracy of "
,S:.

quantitative X-ray diffractometry mainy depends on the mass absopption

coefficient of the sample, particle size distribution, and radom

orientation of the crystallites, in addition to instrumental factors.

The problem as to particle size is reduced when examinng sedimented

samples (~5r.). Therefore , mass absorption is the most significant

source of error al though the problem may be reduced or avoided by usin

only small amounts of sB.llple (in our case (. 500 pg). However, provided
that absorption effects can be corrected for, sensitivity is increased

by usiri larger amounts (e.g. 1.0. mg) of sample. One way is to deposit

the sample on a silver filter and correct for absorption by mean of a

theoretical equation usin the attenuation of the silver refleetions .
Ths method ha disadvantages. The fil ter ha to be hadled severa.
times because the silver (111) or (200) refleetions must be registered

before and after saple depositiQn, thereby increasing the risk of

damage. Silver fil ters are inelastic and are therefore particularly

vulnerable to daage and the attendant errors associated with the
intensity measurements. A number of different fil ter types have been

investigated with the hope of bein able to solve this problem. These

fil ters were studied in combination with a silver fil ter as standard in

order to mae use of the attenuation of the silver intensities as
al ready described. Of the various filtertypes, the Nuclepore filters
were found satisfactory. Advantages of this procedure are:
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(i) Time savin - only a sinle measurement of Ag (1l1) or

(200) refleetion is necessary for each sample because

the same sil Ver fil ter is used in all anlyses.

(ii) Nuclepore fil ters are both elastie and mechancally

strong with small risk of damage through repeated

handlin. This is confirmed by the consistent

measurenients obtaied from fil ters which have been

hadled repeatedly.

( iii)

(iv)

(v)

'~J
\~, :

The diffraction backgrounds and absorption arisin from

the fil ters are 10w, (al thoug not as 10w as that from

the sil ver fil ters), because Nuclepore fil ters are only

io ¡. thick.

Nuclepore filters are cheaper tha silver fil ters.
Reduction in cost per analysis in Nkr 4 - 5. o.

Sil ver fil ters have an open structure which results in
small partieles be:L shaded from X-radiation and hence_

reduced intensity. This effect is absent in Nuclepore

fil ters because of their even surface . Tables L and 2

show that the effècts of preferred orientation are not

observed for the amounts of dust examined.

The current procedure is to sediment dust, select the fraction ~ 5 ¡.,

suspend in water and filter aliquots of suspension (so as to deposit 0.4

- 2.0 ing dust) through a Nuclepore filter (diameter 25 mm, pore size

0.8¡.). This part of the procedure is explained in detail further on.

after drying , the fil ter is placed on a 25 nTa sil ver fil ter used as a

standard, (or, alternativelya silver plated sample holder), put into

the diffractometer and the relevant refleetions measured. In order to
reduce the effects of- preferred orientation and to increase the number

of crystallites brougt into refleetin positions the sample is rotated.
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It is important that the error (standard deviation, d) coriected with

placing the sample holder into the diffrae tometer is as 10w as possible

so that consistent measurements may be made. The precision in our

procedure has been signicantly improved (from cf = 1.2 to 0.3%) by
usin a sample holder developed at this Institute. Silver pl at in the
saple holder so that the silver filter ca be dispersed with would be

an additional improvement. In this coriection it is important to note

that the height of the dust samle surface with respect to the X-ray

focus is important. That is, the dimensions of the sample holder are

critical. IT the dimensions are not optimised two effects are observed:

(i) refleetion peakare shift ed from the correct 28 V?ue,
bein either too 10w or too high dependin on whether

the samle is too 10w or toa high respectively.

(ii) a concomitant decrease in intens it Y .

Thus, maximum intens it y coincides with the correct 29 value which in

turn is cri tically dependent on the dimensions of the sample holder

which govem its height. In fact differences as small as 50 - 100 f.llì
produce observable effects.

Appara tus

Nuclepore filters (25 rr diameter" 0.8 flm pore size), 15 ml ful with
sintered glass base (lv1illipore xx.l0.125.14) with filterin flask

xx.l0.025.50. Sedimentation apparatus (Jahr). Philips X-ray powder

diffractometer with vertical goniieter, sample spinner, proportional

counter and graphite crystal monochromator. A broad focus copper anode

X-ray tube (PW 2253/20) was used because, as previously mentioned, it

irradiates an area of 24 rr2 for a normalfocus tube. At 1500 W (15 kW:

30 rn), with a large arnount of sample (LO, 2.0 mg) and correction for

mass absorption, one can detect 0.5 (1.0 mg sample) - 0,3% (2,0 mg

sample) quartz (based on (101) peak) in mixtures dependiri on the

various components present. Devergence sli ts of L o (20 - 40028) and
20(40-60028) together with a io receivir slit were used.
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Saple preparation and calibration

The X-ray diffractometer is first calibrated for quartz analyses by

measurir the intensities of refleetions from a series of fil ters .
containi known quantities of a standard quartz sample. The standard

is designated Fyle quartz (from Sweden) and is used in Scandinvia. The
standard is sedimented and the fine fraction ~ 5 ¡. average diameter

selected. A standard aqueous stock suspension is prepared by taki

100 mg Fyle quartz and makin up to 500 ml. This suspension is shaken

vigorously and a 5 ml aliquot withdrawn and diuted to 250 ml. The new

suspension, which contain 4 ¡. ,quartz/ml, is shaken and a rane :tf

different aliquots wi thdrawn. Each aliquot is transferred to the

filtration apparatus (a few ml water bein first added to the fuel)

and the solution filtered through the Nuclepore fil ter by applying

suction.

The volumes selected were:

Aliquots (ml) cx-Si02 (¡.g)

---"

2.5
6.0

9.0
12.0
25.0

30.0

io
24

36

48

100

120

The fil ters were dried overnght in an oven maitained at 800. Figure L
shows a calibration curve based on 28 fil ters (each point represents the

average of 4 fil ters) .

Routine dust samples

Twü procedures have been used to anyse routine samples. The first

method is in conjunction with the infrared analysis of quartz and the

second is simlar to the procedure for preparing calibration samples.
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The latter procedure is the more accurate bacause of the larger amounts

of dust samples intially weighed out. However, the first method does

have the advantage of allowir both IR and X-ray analyses to be made on

an identical speeimen of a given saple.

(l) Combined Infrared and X-ray analysis

The sample is sedimented (if ) 40 mg) and the fine fraction

with particle size ~ 5 ¡.n taken for anlysis. Of ths, 1. 2 -

1. 4 mg are mixed wi th potassium bromide in the ration L ~300 and. '!:
a KBr-disc prepared (See Report for details of IR-procedure).

After the IR analysis the KBr discs (which contain 1. O mg dust)

are decomposedin water (15 ri1) thereby releasin the dust

samples. These are then filtered as described above and the

fil ter anysed for quartz by X-ray diffraction.

(ii) Samples solely for X-ray analysis

Dust (10) mg is suspended in 100 rr water and aliquots (e.g.

10, 20 ml) transferred to fil ters, as described above, givin
1.0 and 2.0 mg deposits .respectively.

X-ray' analysis

(i) Instrumental drift is corrected for by countin over a Ag (111)

or (200) refleetion without a Nuclepore filter.

(ii) Quartz (100) ,(101), (ll2) and Ag (lll) or (200) intensities

are measured by scanng and counting over the peaks at a
constant anular velocity of ~o 2Q/min. Backgrounds are

counted before and after the peak.

(iii) The quartz and Ag-intensities (corrected for instrumental

drift) are fed into a computer prograr which corrects for mass

absorption'bymeans of the theoretical equation:



TABLE L

Check of calibration contained in absorption correction programre.

X-ray samples (l - 5) prepared by dissalving IR - KBr discs in

water and filtering released dust through Nuclepore fil ters. This

permi ts direct comparison of IR vs X-ray.

"

Nominal % a-Si02 % a-Si02 % a-Si02 (a) % a-Si02 (a)in Si02/A1203 IR X-ray (not X-ray ( cor-mixtures corrected for rected for
absorption) absorption)

"

.;,

.~, ;

5 (9.3) 4.1(1) 4.98(1)
( L . O mg)

15 17.4 12.36(6) 15.15 (7)
( L . O mg )

,

30 29.8 25.8 (6) .31.7(7)
( L . O mg)

50 47. O 41.03(2) 49.65(2)
( L . O mg)

75 70.3 60.67(4) 74.17 (5)
( L . O mg)

, ,

100 -- 77.08(3) 92.70(5)
(1 . O mg)

100 -- 78.71 (5) 98.80(5)
( L . O mg)

100 -- 77.8(5) 102.8(6)
( 2 . O mg)

100 -- 76.9(4) 101.8(6)
( 2 . O mg)
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2k. .
I.. = ll. l-exp(-LSinGA cosece. .Mj)lJ ALsin8Ag g lJ

where: -

Iij
M.

J
kij =

= intensity of diffraction line i of phase j.

= weight of phase j on the fii ter.
constant - dependent on conditions of anysis

and diffraction line i.

A = irradiated sample area.

,s;;lt

GAg = anle of incidenee of X-ray beam associated with

Ag diffraction line.

Gij = anle of incidenee of X-ray beam associated wi th

phase j diffraction line.

la
L = ln Ag

lAg

o
where lAg and lAg are diffraction intensities for the Ag line before

and after a Nuclepore fil ter is placed on the Ag-fil ter.

5. COMPARISON BET X-MY AN JND

The physics underlyin inrared spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction are
so different that it is hardly surprising that the two methods, under

certain circumstances are not always in accord. It is important to bear

in mid that these techniques respond differently to particle size.

Thus, inrared spectroscopy is increasinly sensitive to decreasin
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particle size - tL.'.u.pper size limit bein about 15 fl) particle size
dependency of X-ray diffraction goes in the opposite direction anã

relative line intensities increase with increasing particle size (rane

l - 50 fl).

Hence, if an X-ray anysis result is larger tha the infrared result it

may we11 be that the particle size distribution within the sample does

not matchthat of the standards used to calibrate the two methods. It
is possible to obtain results of 0% (inrared) and? 100% (X-ray) for

unedimented samples. However, for sedimented samples good agreement is
invariably obtained because the particle size distribution (4 5 '¡.)

'''J.1".

then approaches that of the standard. .~'

10 a certain extent, use may be made of the differir size selectivities

of the twomethods. A combined inrared and X-ray anysis of an

unedimented sample provides inomation on (a) total O¿ -quartz content
(X-ray and (b) respirablec: -quartx fraction (infrared) . Fbr such

samples" anyses in reasonable agreeent could indicate that most of
the qurtz present matches closely that in the standards (~ 5 ¡.).

6. INTG PHASES

Removal of interferin phases usin orthophosphoric acid and a

decamposi tion bomb

In common with may other anytical techniques the lines produced in

inrared spectrascopy and X-ray diffraction are sometimes subjected to

interference from other materials. In the case of X-ray ãiffraction

several minerals give diffraction peak which overlap the rnajor quartz

(101) peak. 'Iese minerals include micas (biotite, muscovite), potash,

.feldspars (microcline, plagioclase), silllinanite, mullite, graphite,

iron carbide and zircon. In order to check for the presenee of

interferin lines the alternative quartz (100) and (112) peak should be

measured and their intensity ratios with the major peak compared with

those of the standard.
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A method which we have found very usefu in many cases is to decompose

non-quartz phases in a teflon-lined bomb using orthophosphoric acid at

2500. . A standard decomposition time of 30 minutes is used.

7. INTABORA'lRY CALIBRATION

One question which arises durin development of an analytical procedure

is: how reliable are the analyses? A way of obtainiri an objective

evaluation is to participate in interlaboratory calibrations. Such

intercalibrations are particularly useful because they enable eRch

individual laboratory to compare and contrast anyses and therèby
provide infonnation on individual accuracies and precisions.

Imediately after X-ray diffraction procedure described in this report
was developed, the Institute took part in a Nordie intercalibration of

crystalline silica analyses.

The results of this intercalibration, sumerised in Table 2, confirm

that the procedure adopted here is capable of yieldin satisfactory

resul ts .

8. COMPUTE PROGRA FOR ABSORPON CORRCTION

In order to avoid errors assoclated with routine manual reduction of

primry data and to save time, the absorption correction equation was

stored in the Institutes computer system. This programe is listed on

page 18.
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Tabell 2: Resul ts from Intercalibration of Quartz Analyses

(%-Quartz) .

QUARY FOUNRY

ruST QUARY + FY KVARS FDUNRY + FYLE KVARS IvII MEIHOD*

LAB

A 4 23 12 23 6 R

B 6 24 15 24 8 " R
\5-J

C 9 22 io 19 4
I':

IR
D 6 22 12 21 5 R

E 9 ,17 14 23 8 R

F 14 19 8 15 5 IR
Gi 6 22 13 20 6 R

G2 6 22 11 17 2 IR
H 7 22 io 19 5 R

i 5 19 io 19 6 R

ASSi 7 23 io 19 6 R

ASS2 7 2l 8 16 . 5 IR

rr 7,2 21,3 ll,l 19,6 5,5
2,6 2,0 2,2 2,8 1,6

* IR = inrared i R = x- ray

Gi

= YHI

G2



I p t10Gll AM I NI COIlJ 3 ,CHAHAClEìi nEST * i

4 4 00 L N jJ U T (I) L L N!: . f II J . F I AG
5 F IOAG=8326 33 _
6 100 FOI-lt.AT( IX.*LLNE = *.13.* KLJ = *.F6.2.* IIJ = *.F7.0,
7 l * IOAG:; *. F 7. O. * LAG = .*. F 7. O)
8 I F ( L I N E . E Q. 1 i 2 ) G o TO 3
sIF( LINE.EO.IOJ) GO TO 4

10IF(LINE.EQ. 100)(;010 :i
3 THEIA=0.4373721

A=2. 327 2Y12

13 FKIJ=O. o
14GOTO 7
15 4THETA =0. 2329Y75
16 FKI.J=5Y.02
.17A=2.2870397
18GOTO 7
19 5THETA ,=0. J 823838
20 A=2. 152534
21 FKIJ=6.6633
22 7 F L= LOG ( F L O AG/ Fl AG )
23 VVHLTE (1,100) LINE. FKIJ. fIIJ. i-IOAG, FIAG
~CSX= I .o/s IN (THETA)
'25T=F IIJ,*A*fL*O. 326 888
261:=2*FKIJ* ( I-EXjJ (-fL*O .326 tl88*CSX))

FM=T/d- 27

28 l'ii-l TE (I. i o i) fM
.29 10J FOìiMAT (I X, *M IKHOGkAM,- KVAi,ns =,*, F8. 2)
~ h H 1 TE (I. tOO) fL

vm LTE (1.200) C~X
vHU T E (J, 200 ) T

vHd TE (1,200) B
VVHITE (1,200) THETA

200 FOHMAT (J X. FlO. 5)
I'ml1'E (J, 103)

103 FOi-MAT (/.IX.*HVlS SLUIT ANGI S ELLEHS CH z*./)
H EAU (I, 104) 1'1'E51

3S I 04 FOI-lMAT (A L )
If (ITEST.EO..JS") GO TO 30040
GO TO 400';.41

. 42 300 END
EOF
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